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We study indexed eigenvalues I.= (;.a,..., iI)E Iw” * ’ for the multiparameter 
problem 
W,o.)U”, = 0, 11 u,, I/ = 1, m = I ,..., k (*) 
where 
W,,(U = 4 Tn, + c 4 V,,,,, T,,, = V,no - I,, “=I 
and the V,, are compact symmetric operators on complex Hilbert spaces H,. Let 
c,, be the quadratic form induced by V,,, and let V(u) be the k x k matrix with 
(m, n)th element v,,(u,), 1 <m, n <k. The index of )L, at least in the case 1, > 0, 
depends on the sign of det V(u) for u, in (*), and on the dimensions of maximal 
subspaces on which the W,(l) are positive definite. Conditions are imposed on the 
r,,,, to ensure existence and uniqueness of eigenvalues of specified norm and index. 
In particular, the known results for the “left” and “right” definiteness conditions in 
the literature, whether “strong” or not, are extended in a unified fashion. T’ 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall study nonzero eigenvalues 1 for the problem (*) of the abstract. 
Throughout, the symbol U, will denote a unit norm element of H,, and 
u= (Ul,..., uk). For given x, E H,, we write 
~,GG?J = ~,o(Xm) - 1 
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so t,(u,) = (u,, 7’,,,u,); the 1 (rather than 11 x, /I 2, is for technical reasons 
and simplifies our notation somewhat. We also write 
t(x)= [r,(x,)*.. ~kbfr~ vALl)= [U,,(,~,)...V,,(X,)l 
so, as in the abstract, V(U) has mth row v,(u,). These constructions are 
amalgated to give vectors 
wmbn) = CL&z) v&,)1 (1.1) 
forming the rows of a k x (k + 1) matrix 
W(x) = [t(x) V(x)]. 
Our starting point is a recent result of Binding [S, Corollary 3.61 giving 
existence in finite dimensions of a unique eigenvalue of unit norm for each 
signed index (i, a), assuming 
rank W(u)=k for all 24. (1.2) 
To define the index, we list the eigenvalues of W,(L) in decreasing order, 
according to multiplicity, as 
Then 1 has index i provided 
p’( lb) = 0, pi = (p;‘,..., p2). (1.3) 
Further it can be shown [ 1, Theorem 10.2.11 that for li and U, satisfying 
(*) and (1.2), 
1= a6( u), 6(u) = (&du),..., 6k(U)), (1.4) 
where ( -1)” 6,(x) is the determinant of W(x) with nth column deleted. 
Moreover, it turns out that the sign of a is independent of U, and this 
enables us to define the sign (T of 3L as sgn a. 
The proof of [S, Corollary 3.61 depends on a completeness theorem [ 1, 
Theorem 10.6.11 for the corresponding eigentensors U, @ . . . @ uk. This in 
turn uses much of the machinery of [ 1, Chaps. 6-101, and our first step, in 
Section 2, is to give a direct proof of the existence of indexed eigenvalues 
under (1.2), in finite dimensions. The technique we use is a modification of 
one in [2] where the degree of pi (1.3) relative to a large ball B is used. 
The main differences here are (i) we replace B c R“ by suitable subsets of 
the unit sphere in I?‘+’ (ii) we use a simpler homotopy to compute the 
degree-in fact the homotopy for i # 1 is not explicit in [2]. 
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In the remaining sections, we remove the dimensional restriction. If 
E., < 0, then it is in general impossible to define the index of I via (1.3) so 
we restrict ourselves to “inhomogeneous” eigenvalues satisfying & = 1. 
From ( 1.4), we see that the existence of eigenvalues (nonzero by definition) 
then forces 
(AO) 6,(u) = det V(U) does not vanish identically as u varies. 
We also make the following assumption: note that if d,(u) =0 then 
flV(u) = 0 for some (u-dependent) nonzero ll= [/?, .‘. bk]. 
(Al) If d,(u)=0 then PI’(u)=0 and flt(u)<O for some ll>O. 
Here and elsewhere we interpret vector inequalities componentwise. In sec- 
tion 3 we show that (AO) and (Al ) imply (1.2). Conversely (1.2) and fl# 0, 
PI’(u) = 0 obviously force @(u) # 0 but in general ( 1.2) is weaker. Indeed 
some strengthening of (1.2) is essential, as we show by means of examples 
at the end of Section 5. Our central results, obtained in Theorem 5.4, may 
be paraphrased as follows: assuming (Al ), the existence and uniqueness of 
an inhomogeneous eigenvalue of signed index (i, + ) is equivalent to the 
following condition, which strengthens (AO): 
(A2) There exist i,-dimensional subspaces E,, of H, such that 
6,(2.4)>0 for all (unit) U, EE,,. 
Assumptions (Al ), (A2) are obviously satisfied in the “right definite” 
case, where d,(u) > 0 for all U. This includes the well-known Klein 
oscillation theorem [9, p. 2491 and the corresponding abstract version [6, 
Theorem 21 where “strong” right definiteness 
b(u) ‘1 for some ;’ > 0 for all u (1.5) 
is assumed. Although the cited results are for unbounded W,(k), a simple 
transformation (see Sect. 5 and [4, Sect. 11) converts such problems into 
our formulation (*). The uniformity inherent in (1.5) is essential for the 
arguments used in [9] and [6], and a “boundedness principle” was 
introduced in [4, Theorem 3.11 to obtain existence of inhomogeneous 
eigenvalues in the physically relevant case when y = 0. Incidentally, the sign 
(T is always positive under right definiteness, by virtue of (1.4) (1.5) and 
/lo = 1. 
In Section 4 we generalise the boundedness principle to our situation, 
and this provides us with a construction, given in Section 5, of new sets in 
Rk on which to define the degree of pi. The existence and uniqueness proofs 
then follow the general lines of those in Section 2, and in particular we dis- 
pense with the need for finite dimensional approximations as used in [4]. 
Our assumptions also cover the “left definite” cases treated by Faierman 
[7], Sleeman [lo], and Binding [3] in varying degrees of generality. 
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Again we relax uniformity assumptions, analogous to ( 1.5), which were 
necessary for the cited treatments. The relevant results are given in sec- 
tion 5, together with variants of A2 to be used for negative cr and for 
unbounded I#‘,( n). 
2. CONSEQUENCES OF THE RANK CONDITION 
Throughout this section, we shall assume (1.2). Note that this is 
equivalent to 6(u) # 0 for all u; see (1.4). 
LEMMA 2.1 [S, Lemma 3.41. The equation 
W(u)l=O (2.1) 
forces ( 1.4), and if I # 0 is fixed then sgn tl is independent of u. 
Indeed, (1.4) is Cramer’s rule applied to (2.1). Let Sk denote the unit 
sphere of Rk + ‘, and write E(U) = 6(u)/ll&(u) /I. Let P denote the solutions 
li. E Sk of (2.1). It follows from Lemma 2.1 that )L = f E(U), and we write 
h E P * to distinguish these possibilities. Let U = X: =, U,,, where U, is the 
unit sphere of H,. 
LEMMA 2.2. If each H, is finite dimensional, then P + and P - partition 
P into compact subsets. 
Proof: P+ = -P- = E( U) is the continuous image of a compact set, 
and Lemma 2.1 forces P+ n P- = 0. QED. 
We are now ready to establish the existence of indexed eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 2.3. If dim H, is finite, 1 <m < k, then an eigenvalue hi Sk 
exists for each signed index (i, a) such that 1 d i, <dim H,,,. 
Proof We assume a is positive; the negative case is analogous. Fix 
u* E U, and write I* = --E(u*). Then I* E P-, so P+ c St := S”\{l.*}. 
By Lemma 2.2 and normality of Sk, we can choose (relatively) open 
D c Sk such that D 2 P+ and d n P- = 0. In particular, 
PndD=a. (2.2) 
It is convenient to work in Q = (a*)’ z Rk rather than in St so let 
cp: Q -P St be a C’ diffeomorphism. 
We shall now study the degree 
d”=deg(g”ocp, cpP’(D), O), o<s< 1, (2.3) 
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where the mapping g”: St + lRk has m th component defined by 
g;(l) = sup{f”,(l, F,): F,,, G H,, dim F,,, = i,;, 
and 
(2.4) 
f;(L, F,,,) = min{w,(s”2u~+ (1 -s)’ ‘u,) 1: 
u, E F,, n U,, Re(u,, uz) = 0); (2.5) 
see (1.1). Uniform continuity of w,, on U, implies that fL(I., F,) exists and 
is continuous in (s, A.), uniformly in F,,,. Thus g;JA) is continuous in (s, I.). 
Next, v-‘(D) is open in Rk, and its closure cp - ‘(D) is compact. 
Moreover if g”ocp vanishes on dcp-‘(D) then g’ vanishes on SD so there 
exist U/E U, I E aD such that 
Taking convergent subsequences, we contradict (2.2). 
It follows that d” (2.3) is well defined and independent of s. Now the 
maximin principle 
p~(A)=max{min{w,(u,)L:u,, EF,,,~U,,,):F, &H,,,dim F,,, =i,,,} (2.6) 
shows that go = pi because we can assume Re(u,,, ulr;) = 0 in (2.6) if we 
replace u, by eiHU, for suitable IKE [w. Moreover 
g’(i) = W(u*)h 
vanishes only when 1 is proportional to A*. Thus W(u*), viewed as a linear 
operator on column vectors in Q = (A*)‘, is an isomorphism. Hence g’ 0 cp 
is continuously differentiable on Q, has exactly one zero q. satisfying 
(p(qo) = -)i* E D, and 
k’ ocp)‘(qo) = vu*) cp’(qo) 
is an isomorphism. Thus d’ # 0, so 8 # 0 and therefore pi = g” has at least 
one zero in D. Q.E.D. 
Our proof of the uniqueness of signed eigenvalues is a simplification of 
the argument used in [S, Theorem 3.51. 
THEOREM 2.4, For a given signed index, the eigenvalue qf Theorem 2.3 is 
unique. 
Proof. Suppose h and p are distinct eigenvalues of index, (i, + ). By 
(2.6), we may assume 
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Now if uk minimizes w,(u,)~ over U, E F:, n U, then (1.3) and (2.6) yield 
W(u’)k 2 0 2 W(u’)p (2.7) 
and similarly there is U” such that 
W(u”)l< 0 < W(u”)p (2.8) 
Since li and p are distinct, 
V(S)=(s~-(1-s)~)/lls~-(1-S)~ll, O<s<l, 
defines a continuous path in Sk joining 1 to -p. From (2.7) and (2.8), 
W(u’)v(s)>O>, W(U”)V(S), 
so by convexity of the numerical range, 
W(u(s)) v(s) = 0 for some U(S) E U. (2.9) 
Since the index of 1 has positive sign it follows that v( 1) E P+ and by 
(2.9), V(S)E P for all s. By Lemma 2.2, V(S)E P+ for all s, and so -pi P+, 
i.e. pi P-. This contradicts the fact that the index of p has positive sign. 
Q.E.D. 
3. REFORMULATION OF THE ASSUMPTIONS 
In this section we assume (AO) and (Al ), and we obtain some con- 
sequences more suitable for our subsequent analysis. We reformulate the 
assumptions in two stages. The first involves the (k + 1) x (k + 1) matrix 
l@(u) with zeroth row w0 = [lo..* 0] and mth row w,(u,), l<m<k. 
Since 
rank p(u) = 1 + rank V(U), 
we may write (AO) as det p(u) # 0 for some U. Also it is easily seen that 
(Al ) is equivalent to 
det l@‘(u) = 0 *y(u) p(u) = 0 forsomey(u)>0.5Rk+‘. (3.1) 
LEMMA 3.1. For each u and each n between 1 and k, 
is linearly independent. In particular, rank v(u) > k so y(u) of (3.1) is uni- 
que up to scaling. 
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Proof For convenience we write 
wo(uo) = wo and S,(u) = span L(U). 
If x:,(u) is linearly dependent for some u then dim S,(U) <k so 
rank I@(U) < k + 1 for all U, E U,. It follows from (3.1) that 
w,(u,,) = -Y,’ 1 ?‘mW,(&H). (3.2) 
m + rr 
Thus w,( U/,) E S,,(u). 
We claim w,( U,) c S,(U) for all I # n. Indeed x,(u) G S,(U) by (3.2). so 
x,(u) is linearly dependent. Repeating the argument of the previous 
paragraph but with I replacing n, we have w[(u;) E S,(U) for all U;E U,, and 
the claim is established. It follows that det P(u’) = 0 for all U’ E U, con- 
tradicting (AO). Q.E.D. 
In the following we shall employ the notation 
B,,={.Y,EH,,: II.Y,,/~<~;,& =B;,,{O)-. 
COROLLARY 3.2. (i) 1f .Y,~ E b,,,, 1 d m <k, rhen rank W(X) = k. In par- 
ricufar, ( 1.2) holds. 
(ii) Zf W(x)h=Ofor some x,, E B,, and i. = 1. then b,(s)#O. 
Proqf (i) First, we note the identity 
(1 - II -yn, II %o + W,(-~,,) = II -y, II 2w,(4nh 
where u, = s,,,;’ I/x,, 11. In particular, if w, E w,(b,,,) then there are i?,,, E 
w,( U,) and 8, d 0, qn, > 0 such that 
w,, = rf,fi, + e,w,. (3.3) 
If rank W(X) <k then there exists a nonzero row vector y with y W(x) = 0. 
In notation (3.3) we therefore have 
Each ?mvmT 1 d m <k, has the same sign as xi =, ~~8, by Lemma 3.1, 
(3.1), and this contradicts the sign conditions on q,,, and 8,. 
(ii) Since x, = 0 yields A0 = 0 we find that each x, # 0, so (i ) yields 
6(.x) # &see ( 1.4). By Cramer’s rule, I is proportional to 6(x) (cf. 
Lemma 2.1) and therefore 6,(x) # 0. Q.E.D. 
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The second stage of our reformulation involves matrices I+‘(’ with mth 
row w, E W,,,, where 
w, = m%AJ), (3.4) 
co denoting convex hull. The following general result provides the key step. 
LEMMA 3.3. if go,..., qk are Hermitian forms on a complex Hilbert space 
then the joint range 
Q = {(40(u),..., qk(U)): II u II = 1) 
has the following property. If, for some k-dimensional subspace 17~ Rk + ’ 
and for some p E II, 
wp<o whenever w E l7 n Q, 
then 
wjl<o whenever w E II n co 12. 
ProoJ: If UnSZ = Qr then Z7nco ~2 = 0. Hence we assume that 
l7n Sz # 0. Let II be a (nonzero) normal to 17 and let P be the orthopro- 
jector of Rk + ’ onto span{p, rr}. Then P(s2) is the joint range of two Her- 
mitean forms, and is therefore convex [8]. Since x E Z7oPx E 17 and 
(Px)p=xp for any XE[W~+‘, we have 
and this is a subset of the negative reals by hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let w,, E W,,, (3.4), 1 <m < k. rf (wO ,..., wk} is linear11 
dependent then there exist y, > 0 such that 
i ymwm =o. 
t??=O 
Proof We shall prove the result first for the special case when 
w, ECO w,(U,) (1 <m<k). Fix UI ,..., uk - , , write w m = wm(hJ 
(1 <m<k-1) and set 
17=span(w,:O<m<k-I}. 
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Using Lemma 3.1 we see that I7 is a k-dimensional subspace of R“+ ‘. 
Choose pn EZ7 (O<n<k- 1) so that 
w,p,=8,, (O<m,n<k-1). 
If w,(u,)~Z7 then, by (Al), there are pm >O such that 
k-l 
w, + wk( uk) = 0. 
Hence wk(uk)pn < 0. So we can apply Lemma 3.3 to obtain 
wkpn Co for all wk E nn co wk( uk), O<n<k-1. 
Thus if we write 
)ImW, +w, =o 
then we obtain >I,,, > 0 whenever 0 < m < k - 1. Hence we have shown the 
desired conclusion for wk E co wk( uk), w, E w,( 17,) (1 6 m 6 k - 1). If we 
now interchange sufhxes k and k-1, replace Wk ,(Uk ~, ) by wk - , E 
co wk ~, ( Uk , ), and repeat the pIWiOUS aqg.UtIent then we extend our con- 
clusion to permit wk _, E co wk _ ,( Uk _ , ) as well. This process may now be 
repeated k - 2 times to complete the proof, 
The general case may now treated as follows. By what we have just 
proved, (3.1) extends to matrices I@ with nzth row ti,,, E co w,( U,). By 
( AO), some such matrix is nonsingular, so Lemma 3.1 also extends to such 
matrices. A straightforward computation shows that for each w, E W,,, 
there are w, ECO w,( 17,). 0, 6 0 and n, > 0 satisfying (3.3). Thus 
CLOLP, = 0 # y yields 
If 7, = 0 then the above extension of Lemma 3.1 yields the contradiction 
y = 0. If 7, # 0 then similarly we deduce that each y,,, has the same sign. 
Q.E.D. 
4. A BOUNDEDNESS PRINCIPLE 
For this section we assume (Al ) and (A2) (and therefore (AO)). Before 
proving the boundedness principle, we need one more result for matrices 
like w of the previous section. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let q be a nonzero column vector in [Wk + ‘. 
(i) Zf A, B are (k + 1) x (k + 1)-matrices with zeroth row w. and mth 
row a,,,, b, E W,,, (3.4), respectively, if Aq 2 0, Bq > 0 and a,q # 0, blq # 0 
for some 1, 0 < I < k, then 
sgn det A = sgn det B # 0. 
(ii) Zf A, B are as in (i) but Bq ,< 0 instead if Bq > 0 then 
sgn det A = -sgn det B # 0. 
Proof (i) Define C&S) =det(sA + (1 -s)B). If q(s) =0 for some 
SE [0, l] then by Theorem 3.4 there is a row vector y > 0 such that 
y(sA+(l-s)B)=O,soy(sA+(l-s)B)n=O.Sincey>O, AqaO, Bq>O, 
it follows that Aq = 0 or Bq = 0, contradicting our assumptions. Hence 
C&S) is of one sign for s E [0, 1 ] which proves (i). 
(ii) For each m there is s, E [0, l] such that c, =s,a, + (1 -s,)b, 
satisfies c,q = 0. Let A, B denote the matrices with m th row c, (for 
each m #I) and Ith row ar and b,, respectively. Then (i) shows 
sign det A = sgn det A’ # 0 and sgn det B = sgn det B # 0. Define $(s) = 
det(sd + (I- s)B). Since II/ is linear and $(s,) = 0, det A’ and det B must 
have different signs. Q.E.D. 
We write 178,” for the column vectors in Rk+’ with zeroth component 1 
and we give R”, the 88” topology inherited from the final k components. For 
our boundedness principle we define, for E, of (A2), 
Rz ={AE@: W(x)li=Oa W(e)land _+6,(x)>Ofor 
some x, E B,, em E E,,, n Urn 1. 
THEOREM 4.2. The set Rg is bounded. 
Proof: Assume the contrary, so there are sequences 
aje rw:, II A’ II + a), 
e’,EE,nU,,,, e’,+e,EE,nU,,,, 
x’,E&, x !?z -x, E B,, 
such that 6,(x’) > 0 and 
(4.1) 
We’= 0 2 W(eJ)lj for all j. (4.2) 
Here we have used compactness of E, n U,, and weak compactness of B, . 
We remark that W(ej) + W(e) and W(xj) + W(x) because the operators 
V,, are compact. 
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Choose a minimal subset Nc {l,..., k} such that 6,(y) > 0, where 
yn = e,(n E N), y,, = x,(m $ N). 
Note that h,(e)>0 by (A2) whereas 6,(x) =0 by (4.1) and (4.2), so N 
exists as a nonempty subset of ( I,..., kJ. Similarly we write 
J,‘,=e-;,(nEN), y:,=s’,,(m$N). 
We define p, cj E W$ (for large j) by 
Fn&?)cl=O=w,(y,,)crj, 16mGk. (4.3 1 
This is possible because 6,~ .r) > 0 forces 6,( .r ‘) > 0 for large j. Similarly 
pJ+p as j-+x. 
We claim w,,(x,,)~ < 0 for all n E N. This is trivial if ?I,, = 0, so assume 
.Y,~ # 0 and w,(.r,)a 2 0 for some n E N. Now apply Lemma 4.1(i) with 
q=p, I=O, a,, = w,(J,,,), 1 6 m Q k, b,, = w,,(x,,) and b, = a,, whenever 
nz # n. We obtain det B > 0, contradicting minimality of N, and the claim is 
established. 
We deduce 
w,(xJ,)p’< 0 for each n E N, for large j. 
Thus if we write vJ = hJ - pj then (4.2), (4.3) yield 
W,(.Y’,)V’> 0 (n E N), w,(xJ,)v’=O (m$ N), 
whereas w,,(e/,)vi<O (no N). Moreover w,(e$)vj<O for some 1~ N, for 
otherwise 6,( .#) = 0. We now apply Lemma 4.l(ii) where I is as noted, 
q = vi where j is fixed and large, and a,,, = w,,,(xJ~), b, = w,(yk), 
1 6 m 6 k. We obtain 
sgn 6,(.x’) = -sgnd,(y’) 
which is a contradiction. Hence RZ is bounded. Q.E.D. 
We shall also need the following related, but somewhat simpler, result. 




x~EB,,,, xi-x,,, E B,, 
satisfy 
W(x’)l’=O> W(e’)ki and &(x’) > 0. 
Proceeding to the limit we obtain W(x)k =Ob W(e)k and &(x)20. Then 
Corollary 3.2(ii) gives 6,(x) > 0. Thus Rz is closed, and similarly so is R, 
Q.E.D. 
5. EXISTENCE AND NONEXISTENCE RESULTS 
Before obtaining our main results, we need the following variant of [l, 
Theorem 2.7.11. 
LEMMA 5.1. If T is a symmetric operator on a complex Hilbert space H 
then 
,Y={x~H:(x,Tx)=l and I/xll<l} 
is arcwise connected (or empty). 
Proof Suppose x, y E C and write 
XJ = @Ox, ys = &‘s’/*x + (1 - ~)“~y, 
where 0 <s < 1 and Re(e”x, TJJ) = 0, Re(eiex, y) < 0. Then 
(x’, TX”) = 1, (y’, TyS) = s(x, TX) + (1 - s)( y, Ty) = 1 
so x’ joins x to eiex, and ys joins eiex to y, within C. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.2. The sets RL and RF of Lemma 4.4 are disjoint, assum- 
ing (Al) and (A2). 
Proof: If )i E RL n R; then for some x,, ym E B,, 
W(x)S=O= W(y)A, &Ax) < 0 < 43(Y). (5.1) 
Now, replacing T in Lemma 5.1 by W,(k) + I,, we can join x, to ym by 
an arc XL E B, satisfying 
w,(xfJA = 0 whenever 0 Q s < 1. 
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From (5.1) we find s such that 
w(xs)lc=o,so(xs)=o 
in contradiction to Corollary 3.2( ii). Q.E.D. 
Now we are ready for the existence of eigenvalues. Recall (1.3) and (1.4). 
THEOREM 5.3. Zf (Al ) and (A2) hold, then for any j satisfiing 
1 < j, 6 i, for each m, there is an eigenvalue 1 E lF%,” of index (j, + ), i.e., 
such that (*) is satisfied with S,(u) > 0 and p'(l) = 0. 
Proof. Since (A2) is satisfied with j replacing i, it suffices to prove the 
result for j = i. By Theorem 4.2, Lemma 4.3, and Corollary 5.2, there is a 
bounded open set B c rW,k such that R; c 1;2 and RF na = 0. In par- 
ticular, if we write R, = R; n RF then we have 
R,ndQ=@. (5.2) 
Fix u,*, E U,,, n E,,. We shall base the existence proof on the degree 
6’ = deg(g”, Sz, 0), Odsd 1, (5.3) 
where g” is defined by the formulae (2.4) and (2.5) for each 1 E IR,“. Com- 
pactness of the V,,,, shows that (2.5) is defined, and again uniform con- 
tinuity of w, on U, gives continuity of g;(1) in (s, h). 
Suppose g”(i) = 0 for some LE Cwt. Then W( uj))c + 0 for some ui~ Cr. 
and we may assume without loss that u’, - X, E B,. By Corollary 3.2(ii ), 
6,(x) # 0. Moreover (2.4) and (2.5) yield fR(k, E,) d 0, 1 d m < k, so by 
definition of Rs, k~ R,. Thus (5.2) gives A$&2 and so 6” of (5.3) is well 
defined and independent of s. Since 6’ = sgn S,(u*) = 1 by (A2), we have 
6’=deg( pi,O,O)= 1 
and therefore pi has at least one zero in SI, Here pk( A) is defined as - 1 if 
W,(I) has fewer than i, eigenvalues greater than - 1. Q.E.D. 
We remark that if “ > 0” in (A2) is changed to “ ~0” then the above 
argument, with RL and RF interchanged, gives existence of eigenvalues 
with signed indices (j, - ). 
The following summarizes our central results. 
THEOREM 5.4. Assume (Al ). Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) WA 
(ii) an eigenvalue li. E rW,” exists with inde.u (i, + ), 
(iii) a unique eigenvalue I. E rW,” exists with index (i, + ). 
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Proof. Since (iii) * (ii) is trivial, it suffices to prove (i) =- (iii) and 
(ii)*(i). 
(i) + (iii). Existence follows from Theorem 5.3, so assume that li, p E R,” 
are both eigenvalues of index (i, +). By (2.5) and (2.6), there are i,- 
dimensional subspaces Fi and Ff, of H, such that 
(5.4) 
Now let G, = span(Fiu FL) and consider (1.3) but with the quadratic 
forms restricted to G,. In other words, if L’, is the orthoprojector of H, 
onto G,, then we replace I’,,, by l7,,, V,, restricted to G,. By virtue of 
Corollary 3.2(i), Theorem 2.4 applies to this restricted problem. Using 
(5.4), we see that both li. and p are eigenvalues of index (i, + ) for the 
restricted problem, and so 1= c follows from Theorem 2.4. 
(ii) =+ (i). As above, we may assume that (5.4) is satisfied for some i,- 
dimensional subspace Fi of H,. We shall prove that d,(u)>0 for all 
urn E ym := Fin U,. 
Suppose b,(y)=0 for some I’,,, E Y,. By (Al), 
for some p >O and q < 0. It follows from the definition of Fi that 
W(y)l >o, so 
which is a contradiction. Thus do takes one sign on Xi =, Y,,,, and since the 
sign of the index of 1 is positive, the sign of & is also positive. Q.E.D. 
Armed with Theorem 5.4, we can deduce a number of variants by chang- 
ing (Al), (A2) slightly. As an example, let us give a result appropriate for 
compact resolvent equations, which we distinguish by primes: 
We assume that Tk is self adjoint, bounded above with compact resolvent 
and Vm,, is bounded and symmetric. 
Choose y E R large enough for -T:, + yl,,, to have a positive definite 
compact inverse, whose positive square root we denote by S,. Then the 
primed problem (**) is equivalent to (*) where 
T,,, = yS; - I,,,, Vtn” = s, c&?z, 1 <m,n<k; 
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see [4, Sect. 11, In particular, (*) and (**) have the same eigenvalues and 
their signed indices are equal with respect to (*) and (**). 
We set D( tk) = range of S, and define 
rZ(x,) = y(x,, x,) - (S, lxm, S,l&?). 
It is easily seen that o(tL) is independent of 7, subject to the above restric- 
tions. Then we can prove the following. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Theorem 5.4 holds for the problem (**) protlided we 
make the following substitution: 
(Al’) IfSb(u)=O, where u, ED(tk,)nAU, 
then p’ V’(u) = 0 and fYt'(u) < 0 for some fl’ > 0. 
Proof Assume 6,,(y) = 0 where yrn E U,,, and define s, = S,,,y, #O, 
urn = .u,/ll x,, /I. Then S;(u) = 0 so, by (Al’), fl’v’(u) = 0 and fl't'(u) < 0 for 
some b’ > 0. Set flm = flk 11 x, /) 2. Then it follows easily that fl V( J) = 0 and 
pt(y)=fi’t’(u)<O. Hence (Al’) implies (Al). 
Next, if (AZ) holds for the primed system then continuity of Sb and den- 
sity of D( tk), show that we may assume S;(u) >O for all U, E CJ, n EL, 
EL, c D( tl,), dim EL = i,. Then E,, = S;‘E:, gives (AZ) for the unprimed 
system, and the converse is trivial. Q.E.D. 
We remark that in the differential equation case, if the Vm,, are mul- 
tiplication operators on L, spaces, then it is sufficient o assume i, = 1 in 
(AZ). 
We turn now to the “left definite” case, which for comparison purposes 
we take in the setting of (**). 
COROLLARY 5.6. It suffices in Corollary 5.5 to replace (Al ‘) bJ 
(Al”) The (m, k) cofactor Sbmk of V’(u) is positive, t’(u)<0 and 
xf= , t;(u,) < 0 for all m = l,..., k and all u satisjjing u, E D(t;) n U,, 
I= l,..., k.
Proqf If fl v’(u) = 0, fl # 0 then Cramer’s rule yields 
It follows that each component of B has the same sign, so we can assume 
fi>O. Then @‘(u) <O whence (Al”) implies (Al’). Q.E.D. 
Remark. It suffices for (Al”) if ~&,Ju) > 0 for all u E U, and if the T:, 
are all nonpositive definite, with at least one negative definite. Thus here, as 
in the right definite case, it is possible to avoid constructing D(tk) explicitly 
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for a problem posed in D( 7’;). Of course we could reformulate (*) in terms 
of minimizing functions of w, over D(rk), and then extra domains would 
not have to appear explicitly. 
We conclude with two examples illustrating (Al). In each case (1.2) 
holds, but “one half’ of (Al ) fails and so does the conclusion of 
Theorem 5.3. We choose each H,,, = C2 with orthonormal basis {e,, e2}. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. Let k = 2, T,,, = -Z, Vz, = 0, I’,, = Z and let V, 1 and V,, 
have matrix representations [ 8 y] and [i 81 with respect to {e,,e,}. Then 
the only inhomogeneous eigenvalue b E rW: for (*) is )c = (1, 1, 1). Since 
W,(k) has matrix [A z], 1 cannot have index 1 so Theorem 5.3 fails for 
i=l. Since &(u)=O=-U, =eiee, =E- W(U)= [I: i :], we see that (1.2) 
holds, and fl> 0 forces fit(u) < 0. On the other hand PI’(u) = 0 and fi > 0 
cannot be satisfied simultaneously. 
EXAMPLE 5.8. Let k = 1, T, = I, and let I’,, have matrix [A E]. Then 
(*) has no eigenvalue 5 E W: corresponding to the index (1, + ). In this case 
&(u)=O~u, =eiee2 * W(U) = [l 0] so (1.2) holds. Moreover PI’(u) =0 
for any /I > 0 but then fit(u) = /? k 0. 
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